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Summary

As manufacturing industries move to more flexible manufacturing systems to

handle large production amounts in short runs, the demand for automatic systems

increases dramatically. To meet this challenge, automatic vehicles, as one part of material

handling systems, have to provide the linkage between production units, and must possess

a higher degree of flexibility than conventional automatic guided vehicle systems. This

flexibility can only be obtained by the capability of autonomous navigation.

Most existing automatic vehicle systems rely on odometers to estimate their

position. Since the errors are accumulated due to wheel slippage, a vehicle may eventually

lose its way. This position loss is a problem especially in situations where the vehicle must

navigate to avoid obstacles that may appear on the guide-path or to interact with other

manufacfuring units (robots, machine tools etc.). Therefore, the position determination of

an automatic vehicle in real time working space is becoming imperative in the operation of

an automatic vehicle.

To increase the flexibility of an automatic guided vehicle and determine the

position of an automatic vehicle in a manufacturing environment, a machine vision system

is proposed. This vision system uses a single camera, passive vision technique, and a map

of the related environment. The technique to determine the position of the vehicle is to

have the vehicle relate to fixed marks in the room. This is accomplished by a TV camera

and a recognition algorithm that has been installed in a computer.

The vision system focuses on the implementation of the target feature recognition

algorithm that can uniquely identify custom-made or realistic targets' features without

knowing their sizes. The recognition algorithm contains two major phases: an information

extraction phase, and a recognition implementation phase. The information extraction

process converts the real object brightness intensity information into the useful information



for feature identification. The recognition implementation process compares the obtained

edge features with the desired target feature to be identifìed in order to decide if the

desired target in the real scene exists.

The vision system has been tested under a variety of illuminations, using images

taken from different camera viewpoints. The test results have shown that the proposed

vision system is promising in term of its perforïnance when searching for a specific target

feature. The total processing time is 2.4 seconds without any improvement to speed up the

system software.

In the following thesis, the background and problem are described in Chapter l,

related literature reviews are given in Chapter 2, the system overview and requirements

aregivenin Chapter3, therecognition procedure of the system is described in Chapters 4

and 5, the test results are presented in Chapter 6, and at last some further work about the

system software is discussed before concluding the thesis.
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Chapter I
lntroduction

Automatic guided vehicles, or programmed carriers which transport goods from

point to point, have been introduced and explored for many years in automatic traftïc

control and factory automation. They are apart of automatic material handling technology

and have become an integral part of today's automated factory. Using an automatic guided

vehicle, has the following advantages:

l) The vehicle takes over tasks that are considered to be hazardous, boring and

repetitive for human beings.

2) The vehicle saves labor and provides a more efficient connection between parts

stock and production centers.

3) The movement of parts can be done accurately, safely with minimum material

damage.

4) The vehicle provides the capabilities to increase the system productivity and

flexibility.

Most commonly used automatic guided vehicle systems are guided by a fixed path.

In these systems, the vehicle follows the fixed path by sensing radio waves transmitted

from the "steering cables" buried underneath the floor. The major disadvantages of these

systems are its significant installation costs and the difüculty to alter and repair the path.

As manufacturing industries move to more flexible manufacturing systems which can

have great production but in $hort runs, the demand for automatic systems increases

dramatically. To meet this challenge, automatic vehicles as one part of the material

handling system, must provide an effective linkage between production units, and must

possess higher degree of flexibility than conventional automatic guided vehicle systems.

The flexibility can only be obtained through a capability of autonomous navigation.



To increase the flexibility of an automatic guided vehicle, several alternative methods

such as visual guidance, sensor guidance and neural network, have been put forward. All

methods incorporate the automatic guided vehicle system with more intelligence which is

either on the vehicle or in the environment where it works.

One method is to provide the vehicle with one or more sensors to sense the

environment. This method uses sensors such as ultrasonic sensors, laser beam scanners

and infrared sensors, sometimes combined with external 
. 
beacons that are specially

structured. The latter may not be able to provide the beacon's position when a laser beam

senses an environment that may be interfered by workers and machines. The disadvantage

ofthis method is the lack of flexibility and viewing extent. A triangulation method[6] using

infrared sensors, has been developed to compute a robot's position relative to fixed

beacons in a factory, but this method requires expensive sensors and high cost to build and

set up.

Visual guidance techniques using machine vision are much more efficient and more

flexible than fìxed path guidance techniques. In that, vision systems cost less to build,

maintain and set up, and perform better than conventional methods. In addition, vision

systems require very limited computational resources which can be provided by a standard

microprocessor.

Visual guidance techniques include passive imaging, stereo imaging and active

imaging. Passive imaging methods image a scene naturally without on-board lighting

devices, and derive useful information for final decision making. The advantages of this

technique are its inexpensiveness and ease of set-up.

Stereo ímagrng methods calculate the range information of an object through a

simple triangulation, but they have a corresponding problem in matching images. The

correspondence mismatching is a common problem which leads to incorrect object

identification and incorrect object disparity measurement[9-10]. ttre correlation of objects



is also expensive in terms of processing time. The calibration probleml18] needs to be

solved in order to satisfy some physical constraints.

Active imaging techniques[7-8] ¿o not require any prior knowledge about a robot,s

environment, and are fast and efficient. They do, however, need devices to project signals

such as a laser beam, ultrasound or grid of light onto the viewed objects.

Neural network applications in automatic pattern recognition and vehicle guidance

have been explored since the 1980's. Neural networks simulate the brain to learn

environments, but there still exist some unsolved problems such as unpredictable

characteristic of3D target and scene clutter.

As stated before, the position and flexibility of automatic vehicles are the major

concerns in guiding an automatic vehicle. Most existing automatic vehicle systems rely on

odometers to estimate their position. Since errors are accumulated due to the slippage of

wheels, a vehicle may eventually lose its way. This position loss is a problem especially in

situations where the vehicle must navigate to avoid obstacles that may appear on the

guide-path or to interact with other manufacturing units (robots, machine tools etc.).

Therefore, the position determination of an automatic vehicle in real time working space is

becoming imperative in the operation of an automatic vehicle.

This thesis deals with the creation of a vision system to guide an automatic vehicle.

Considering that most vision methods reported for automatic vehicle navigation are for

outdoor navigation, while those in manufacturing environments are less reported, the

vision system to be proposed is to be used in manufacturing environments. Through our

research, an efñciently practical solution to recognize guide marks in manufacturing

environments, is expected to be achieved. The vision system should have the following

characteristics:

a' The system must be competitive in cost, reliability, processing speed and

performance.



b. It must be easily implemented and robust enough to operate under a variety of

manufactu ring environments.

c. It must possess a "user interflace" feature which would allow a human operator

to modi$ system parameters so that the system can be operated under a variety

of environment settings.

Our vision system is based on a single camera with combined passive vision

technique, and a map of the related environment. It provides information to the control

system of the automatic vehicle, and uses an on-board computer containing its software

for the guidance of the vehicle. The computer stores a map which states the absolute

position of guide marks and the path along which the vehicle is required to travel. As the

vehicle position is approximately determined by the vehicle wheels, the statement of

vehicle wheel knowledge needs to be updated from time to time because of wheel

slippage. The technique used in this research is to determine the wheel position relative to

fixed marks in the room. This is accomplished by a TV camera and a recognition algorithm

installed in the computer.

The thesis focuses on the implementation of a target feature recognition algorithm

that can uniquely identify custom-made or realistic targets without knowing their sizes,

and the proposing of a practical solution that has potentiality to be used in a

manufacturing environment.

The recognition algorithm contains two major phases: an information extraction

phase, and a recognition implementation phase. The information extraction process

converts the real object brightness intensity information into useful information for feature

identification. The recognition implementation process compares the obtained edge

featureswiththe desired target featureto be identified to decide if the desired target in the

real scene exists.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews guidance techniques for

automatic vehicles; Chapter 3 overviews the vision system including the objectives and



requirements of the vision system and system elements. Chapter 4 describes the first level

of recognition procedure or information extraction. Chapter 5 gives how the recognition

process and the software are implemented. Chapter 6 presents experimental results along

with related discussion. Chapter 7 discusses the potential usage and further improvement

of the vision system. Chapter 8 summarizes the system features and further work to be

recommended.



Ghapter 2
Literature Review

on Vehicle Guidance Techniques

A number of techniques related to vehicle guidance for navigation have been

reported. In this chapter, we shall briefly review several techniques for automatic vehicle

guidance. These techniques include primary techniques, passive imaging, active imaging,

sensor-based and neural network applications in visual processing. All these techniques

focus on the issue of how to guide a vehicle while it is in motion. Some of them derive the

information of the vehicle position, while others create a map of the vehicle's local

environment. However, in practice, most of these methods have limitations including setup

time, computation time, inability to handle complex scenes, route alteration difüculties,

size ofreference object, accuracy and range extent. The system to be described in Chapter

3 has fewer limitations compared with the approaches that have been previously proposed

and reported here.

Although visual guidance techniques have not yet become commercial, research has

been ongoing for several years. Most vision techniques for vehicle guidance uses passive

or active imaging approaches. Whatever the technique, a vision system always includes

three steps: first, acquiring an image of a scene; second, processing data in the image to

find its important features; and finally, making a decision on the basis of the obtained

information

Sensor-based vehicle guidance generally use ultrasonic, sonar or infrared sensors to

obtain data of robot environments for collision avoidance and navigation. Neural network

application in computer vision has been explored foi years, but applications in vehicle

6



guidance have been rarely reported. In this chapter, a brief discussion is given on issues

related to our interest.

2.1 Primary Vehicle Guidance Techniques
The primary vehicle guidance technique consists of fixed path guidance i.e.

conventional techniques and software programmable path techniques using internal

external references.

2.1.1 Fixed Path Guidance

The typical examples of fixed path guidance are "wire-guided" and "strip-line"

systems. The "wire-guided" systems use a network of buried cables, which are arranged in

the form of complex closed loops where each loop carries a different frequency A.C.

signal. In such networks, "steering cables" for a vehicle to follow, are associated with

"communication cables". The vehicle is guided by sensing radio waves transmitted from

the "steering cables" The "induclive or electromagnelic" guidance[l-3] is the most

commonly used wire-guided automatic vehicle system. Two "steering coils" underside of

the vehicle, sense the location of "steering cables" and produce two signals. These two

signals are then amplifÌed and mutually compared, to produce an error signal which is then

used via a servo system to steer the vehicle.

Wire-guided systems are fairly reliable but have a major drawback. The wires or

cables must be embedded in the floor, which causes significant installation costs and

makes the path difficult to alter and repair. In addition, the system network must be kept

fairly simple, as junctions are not easy to manage.

The stripJine guidancel4J technique is similar to buried wire guidance, except in the

sensing method. The line could be on the floor or ceiling, and consists of a metal tape,

reflection tape or a painted line which has been painted using visible or invisible dye mixed

with glass microbeads. The vehicle traces the line using a photo-sensor which senses the

reflecting light from the strip.

of

or



The advantage of the strip-line guidance over "wire-guided" systems is that, paths

can be fixed quickly and are easily alterable. It does, however, have the following

disadvantages. First, when the lines are painted on the floor, they must be repainted from

time to time as the lines get erased through wear and tear. If the lines are reflection tape,

they must be kept clean. Finally, the lines could be obscured by small bits of debris thus

disabling the guidance process.

2.1.2 Software Programmable Path Techniques

Instead of using fixed paths, the use of software to program paths for a vehicle is

one of the alternatives for vehicle guidance. The software programmable path techniques

use references, which are either internal or external, to locate vehicles in their

surroundings.

2.L.2.1 Using fnternal Position Reference

These approaches include dead-reckoning, and inertial navigation The Dead-

reckaning methodl38] uses optical shaft encoders to periodically measure the precise

rotation of the vehicle's driven wheel. The vehicle can then calculate its position with

respect to its surroundings if the start position is known. The Inertial navigation method

uses a gyroscope whose axis is parallel to the direction of the vehicle motion. If the vehicle

deviates from its path, the resulting acceleration which is perpendicular to the direction of

motion will be detected by the gyroscope. This acceleration is then integrated twice to

yield the position deviation from the desired path, which can then be corrected by means

of a servo mechanism. However, when the vehicle moves at a constant velocity, the

position deviation can not be detected because there will be no acceleration.

These methods, have following drawbacks:

The Dead-reckoning method suffers from the accumulation of errors generated by

the vehicle's wheel slippage, which eventually leads the vehicle to lose its way. The



Inertial navigalion method bears the expensive cost for the gyroscope and frequent

maintenance.

2.1.2.2 Using External Reference

A few systems use a concept similar to that stated in previous section, to locate a

vehicle, except that they use external references and on-board optical devices. They are

called corner-cabe laser-scanning, bar-code mark, and spot-mørÆ systemslaa]. All these

systems use different on-board optical sensor systems including laser beam scanner, sonic

or ultrasonic transmitter and video camera, to relate the vehicles and any one of fixed

references such as retroflectors, bar-code patterns and glass balls. These references could

be set on the ground, the top or ceiling ofthe route, and the optical sensors are set either

on the top or bottom of a vehicle.

A Sonic beacon system[42] uses a sonic or ultrasonic transmitter and referencing

reflectors stickered on the vehicle route, to relate a vehicle and the reference points. The

ultrasonic transmitter is scanned in a rotation mode, and the reading of its rotation angle is

taken according to the reflected sonic wave received from a reflector. A¡ on-board

computer processes the received data and indicates the position of the vehicle. Some

systems use a laser beam scanner to help vehicles to get same information as a sonic

beacon system does. As a beacon, a laser scanning system which has a precision digital

encoder and a data transmitter to send its angular data to a vehicle, is located at a

predetermined position in a room. The sensors whose spatial relationships are given on the

surface of the vehicle, sense the rotation of scanning laser beams. With the obtained data

from the sensors, the vehicle's positional data can be derived.

These methods required extensive customization of the working environment for the

installation of the beacons and any changes in the route network.

Several vision systems using a single camera have been reported in the literature.

They use standard landmarks or painted lines to relate a vehicle to landmarks, with
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minimal a priori knowledge of an environment. Standard landmarks included the diamond

patternl11], the planar Quadrangle[12J, the calibration sphere[3], and the painted

strip[I5-12]. All such schemes use the prior knowledge of a landmark's feature points to

extract their patterns to relate the vehicle to the landmarks.

2.2 Passive lmaging for Vehicle Guidance
This section describes in detail research on passive imaging technique related to

automatic vehicle guidance. Some guidance methods based on this technique were

reported in [20], and they include mark tracking, landmark following, stereo vision for

navigation and inverse projection. Mark tracking is used for deriving the position data in

relation to the vehicle from the designed marks, placed in the environment. Landmark

following refers to the use of landmarks as position references, for example: road

intersections, road curbs and road boundaries, to derive the necessary information for a

land vehicle. Stereo vision technique uses depth data in the scene to derive position data in

a 3D environment. Inverse projection methods try to recover the three-dimensional

information or surface orientation from a two-dimensional image. See Appendix B.

In passive imaging, a scene is stationary. The passive method images a scene

naturally without on-board lighting devices, and then analyzes the image to collect useful

signatures which are used for final decision making. The most signifÏcant advantages of

this technique are its low cost, ease of set-up and wide range of view.

2.2.1Standard Marks

The advantages of using standard marks are that they require less computational

work with less prior knowledge about the robot's environments, and that it provides

accurate statements relating the vehicle to the standard mark if the prior knowledge of the

standard mark is available.
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Triple Point Guide Mark

Kwon et all19] proposed a method using triple circle guide marks or their equivalent

of a single pattern with th¡ee feature points, to derive the position and orientation for

robots with respect to a world frame system. A robot's location information is derived

from a coordinate transformation based on the knowledge of these guide marks'

coordinates in a world and a robot frame systems.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates a triple guide mark made of three small circles, projected on the

camera image plane. For each pair of a guide mark and a robot, the mark's coordinates in

the robot frame can be represented by a polar angle þ, a horizontal angle 0, and the

distance d from the camera optical center (origin of robot frame). þ and g can be

calculated after image processing, but d has to be determined. By appllng similar

representations to three circles, nine equations with twelve unknowns are created. With

prior knowledge of these circles' positions in the world frame, the robot's position is

found.

1l

0r

Fig.2.1 Mapping of triple guide marks on the image plane



This proposed system has been tested in a lab. where a reference was fastened to a

post. It took 4 min for a robot to travel 1.3m using this technique.

\ilang's approach

Wang[20J proposed a method using an artificial target having two vertical bars set

on a negative background, to accurately locate targets in the camera field of view. The

pattern's size is scaled as shown in Fig. 2.2, with a typical size of 5 x 7 inches. The pattern

is set up such that its vertical bars are always perpendicular to the floor.

Fig.2.2 Target proposed by Wang

By collecting the signature along a horizontal sweep of the camera sensor, which

contains black, white and black consecutive segments with equal length, and combining

this information with that found using other techniques, the true target can be identified.

From the height and the width of the pattern appearing in the image plane, the distance

between the target and a camera, and the pattern rotated angle with the respect to the

image plane can be derived. The system has been tested under normal lighting condition in

a laboratory and in a manufacturing environment, with one target and multiple targets in a

scene. The computing time for completed processing was 250 ms, and the relavent

experimental results were presented.

Kabuka & Arenas's approach

Kabuka &, Arenal2l] described a method whjch used a pattern to accurately

determine the local position and orientation of a robot after it located itself near a

particular operation station. The pattern comprised two portions: l) two identification bar
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codes which provide a unique code so that the viewed pattern can be easily distinguished

from other patterns in the environment and also be an aid for scanning the pattern in a

minimal amount of time; and 2) the displacement pattern which was used to calculate the

position and orientation of the camera with respect to the entire pattern. The entire

pattern's size was not mentioned.

Identification Code Displacement Pattern

Front View Side View

Fig.2.3 Pattern proposed by Kabuka &. Areana

Because the projection of a circle in the image plane always results in an ellipse, the

parameters of the ellipse can be used to determine the robot viewing position relative to

the pattern. The parameters of the ellipse in the image plane were calculated using a

position invariant moment technique. The experimental results were presented and showed

that the accuracy of the method was relatively poor.

This approach assumed that the viewed ellipse \¡/as centered in the image plane; i.e.

the optical axis of the camera must pass through the pattern center. This assumption

restricts the application of the vision system significantly.

Anemo Ceiling Landmark

The Anemo ceiling landmark is a air-diffi,¡sing device which is usually fixed on the

ceiling. Fukuda et all2zl developed a simple algorithm to find a robot's position and

Æ ffi ffiffiffi
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by determining these marks'

Iike those inFig.2.4.

@
Circle Type

orientation in absolute coordinates

the robot. The A¡emo shapes look

locations with respect to

Square Type

Breath Line

Fig. 2.4 Illustration of Anemo

In processing the image data, image segmentation was performed first and then the

Anemo's feature was identified. Then the distance and angle to the landmark center from

the robot were calculated based on the knowledge of the landmark location in absolute

coordinates and the height of the landmark. This process completed its recognition and

distance measurement in 4 seconds. The experimental results were presented on the basis

ofthe comparison to the results of dead-reckoning[38J.

2.2.2 Passive Stereo lmaging

Stereo imaging is an important technique for building a three dimensional description

of a scene by triangulation of corresponding points in images observed from different

viewpoints. Most of the research on passive stereo imaging has been devoted to binocular

and trinocular stereo imaging.

Binocular Stereo Imaging

Binocular stereo imaging uses two cameras which are observing the same scene from

two slightly different viewpoints, As soon as two image points are matched and identified

as a correspondence of the same physical point, the three-dimensional coordinates of this

physical point are computed. Most of stereo imaging systems are developed to build maps

with 3D representation and to detect the existence of obstacles.
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Tsuji et al [23] proposed a visual path planning method which used binocular stereo

imaging to find free spaces for robot navigation. Their approach first matched the line

segments in both images, and tested whether or not line segments were considered to be

on the floor to find the free spaces for a robot. Knowing the camera height from the floor

and the distance between two cameras, image points can be labeled as floor, obstacle and

non-floor by calculating the vertical projections of the image points onto the floor. The

robot planned its path based on the information of these image points. No experimental

results were presented.

Storjohann et allz4l developed a stereo vision system, to detect the presence of

possible obstacles and construct a viewer centered map of free spaces for an automatic

vehicle. They presented a novel approach that used inverse perspective mappings to

facilitate the matching process in binocular stereo imaging. Fig.2.5 shows the principle of

their method. The inverse perspective mapping projects the image of a scene onto a

horizontal plane different from the image plane while retaining the center of projections.

This is equivalent to rotate the camera sensor around its central point (Io) to give a top

view of the object being viewed.

Horizontal Plane (inverse plane) p

Fig.2.5 Principle of inverse perspective mapping

Image Pl
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Because their article was not very clear, the following description uses approximate

terms to describe the matching of two images. Both images were first projected onto the

horizontal plane--equivalent to the floor, and then a geometrical transformation, derived

with a known camera model, was applied to one of projected images. and finally the

transformed image was mapped into the other projected image. The areas that did not

match each other were considered obstacles and therefore free spaces can be determined.

This method is a first functional version. It has several shortcomings. It is sensitive

to small intensity differences and sometimes provides wrong position with some obstacles.

The implementation of the system required 0.75s for one detection cycle.

Trinocular Stereo Imaging

Binocular stereo imaging has a major problem, that is, the correspondence of a point

in both images, as mentioned above. Even with constraints to reduce the search for a

unique solution, the process of eliminating false matches tends to be complex and slow,

and many errors may remain. Trinocular stereo imaging is introduced for simplifuing the

search problem in binocular stereo imaging when one matches two images.

Ayache and Lustman[25] used three cameras to solve the correspondence problem

associated with binocular stereo imaging, in order to improve the 3D reconstruction

accuracy. Their method contained several stages. camera calibration, rectification of

images, building 3-D segments, and image matching and validation. Camera calibration

was used to determine the perspective matrix of the considered camera. Rectification of

images was performed by a linear transformation of the image coordinates in projective

space to have the coordinates of a point in three images saüsry geometric requirement for

the correspondence of images. The process of building 3-D segments first builds 3-D lines

from their 2-D images, and then computes 3-D line endpoints. The image matching and

validation matches segments and conducts validation tests to get rid of wrong matches.
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Zhang and Faugeras[26J described a trinocular stereo imaging system to

incrementally build a world model with a mobile robot in an unknown indoor environment.

Their emphasis was on the representation of the uncertainty of 3D line segments from

stereo images and the integration of line segments measured at different instants. A local

map ofthe environment was obtained by fusing segments from multiple views. By fusing a

long sequence of stereo frames taken from different positions, one can obtain a global map

of the environment for robot navigation. However, their method was not sufficient to

describe complex scenes and the resulting world map lacked symbolic representation to

identiff walls, tables and doors in a scene.

2.2.3 Outdoor Road Following Guidance

Vision applications in this area refers to using the information extracted from the

image of roads, to guide a land vehicle. Sometimes, this guidance technique is also

coupled with other sensors, including sonar and laser sensors, to enhance the vehicle's

ability to perceive its surroundings .

As a continuation of the work described in reference [39] (see Appendix B),

Waxman et al[27] presented a visual navigation system for an autonomous land vehicle.

The vision modules of the system operated in two processes: bootstrap and feedforward.

The bootstrap requires analysis of entire images when the vehicle began its road-

following. It uses linear feature extraction to identi8r linear features correlated to road

boundaries, marks and shoulders in the image, which are broken into linear segments. This

bootstrap process requires 90s CPU time on a VAX 11/785. Thefeedforward predicts rhe

locations of dominant linear features near the bottom of the next image, to restrict future

processing to a small portion of the visual field. Since thefeedforward focuses its attention

on a small portion of the field instead of the whole scene, it cut the computation time

dramatically. This feedforward processing requires Bs on the same cpu.
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Kuan et al[28] developed a vision system for road following, in which a color image

w¿ls acquired by a camera and road segments were extracted through color

transformation. The system contained two steps: road image segmentation and geometric

reasoning. The road image segmentation applied a pixel classification algorithm based on

local intensity variation, to the transformed color image to segment the image into road

and non-road regions. A geometric reasoning mode compensated the inefüciency of the

road image segmentation mode when interpreting a scene, and performed shape analysis,

using constraints to interpret a scene into meaningful regions such as road sides, road

consistence, road continuity and junction. The vehicle has been tested successfully at a

speed of 8 km/trr while following a planned route and avoiding obstacles, and at a speed of

19 km/hr when following roads while interacting with a digitat terrain map.

2.3 Active lmaging for Vehicle Guidance
Active imaging technique is used to extract depth information. There are a number

of definitions for active imaging. Generally, it is referred to as acrive imaging when: l) an

additional light source, either structured or unstructured, is required, 2) an object being

viewed provides a light source, and 3) the camera dynamically observes a scene. The first

category needs devices such as a laser beam, infrared rangefinder, ultrasound or grid of

light, to project the signals onto the viewed objects. The second category does not require

any device to create light, because the object is a light emitter. The third category allows a

camera to view a scene in different viewing positions to obtain depth information solutions

similar to the stereo imaging technique.

A typical example of the first type of active imaging technique is a vision system

described in 1291.In this system, Mesaki et al used a CCD camera which was associated

with a light source, to frnd retroflex landmarks for vehicle navigation. Small clusters of

landmarks \¡/ere arranged on the ceiling at each spot. A light source which came from a

lamp driven by a battery was mounted near to the camera on the vehicle. They assumed
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that there was no obstacle on the route defined by landmarks, and that only one cluster of

landmark was seen at any instant. In detecting landmarks in an image, three steps were

followed: binarization of the image, labeling of bright regions and extraction of landmarks

using region parameters such as area, length and position. Afterwards, the location of

landmarks was calculated using given parameters. The vehicle performed the recognition

under each landmark cluster and used the unique arangement of the landmark cluster to

determine the next operation such as stopping, turning left, turning right and turning

around. The detection process was completed in 1s.

Lamp array landmarks can be considered as the second type of active imaging

technique because the landmark creates its own light. Hashimoto et al[30] proposed a

simple method using a fluorescent lamp array on the ceiling for positioning and controlling

a vehicle. A video camera was used to project a fluorescent lamp on a TV monitor screen.

projected fluorescent lamp

reference line
as vehicle

Fig.2.6 Fluorescent lamp image on a screen

Fig. 2.6 shows a lamp image which was used to extract the position information of

the vehicle. The center line of the image was used as a reference line to help the vehicle

adjust its deviation with respect to the running direction. The camera image is

preprocessed into binary images and the position of the fluorescent lamp is taken at its

center of gravity. An analog circuit fulfilled the image processing task via photo-sensor

arays which are set up on the screen symmetrically with respect to the reference line of

the screen, so that a continuous control of the vehicle can be achieved. In their

experiments, three lamps were used and aligned with the running direction. The sensory
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data and the landmark's position in the image were used to adjust the vehicle deviation

with respect to its desired path. A computer was also used to keep the deviation of the

vehicle within a few centermeters in the area where the image can not be obtained on the

screen. The limitation of their proposal was that the arrangement of the lamp array in

practice is random; this makes it difficult to apply the vision system.

Ishiguro et al[31] used the third type of active imaging technique to build a global

map by integrating omni-directional views of an indoor environment at different locations.

A single camera which can swivel about a vertical axis, was used to take stereo views. The

camera focus \¡/as at a distance of R from the rotation center, and took consecutive images

to form a panoramic image, from which the depth information can be derived. By

measuring the angle of rotation of a feature point in the image plane from one picture to

the next, the range information of the scene was attained. This range information was used

to create a local map around the observing position. In order to build a global map, two

omni-directional views were taken at different locations to obtain a stereo view. A global

map of the environment was then obtained by integrating the local maps generated from

the two panoramic views. A major limitation of the approach was the slowness in imaging.

Oh et all32) described an active imaging technique to obtain the depth information

of an object surface from stereo image pairs using a computational scheme.

2.4 Sensor-Based Guidance Navigation
Sensor based guidance navigation usually uses sensors, like ultrasonic, sonar or

infrared to acquire local information of robot environments. Sometimes, a vehicle's

guidance system integrates sensors for obstacle avoidance, and passive vision for obstacle

localization. The most distinct significance of using sensors can be their low cost if
accurate sensing data is not necessary.

EFes[33] developed a sonar-based real-world mapping and navigation system for an

autonomous mobile robot operating in an unstructured environment. An ultrasonic range
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transducer was used to acquire data from the real a¡orld. The data was then interpreted

and used to build a map of robot's operating environment, which contained the regions

classified as empty, occupied and unknown. The system worked automatically, without

any user provided-map and knowledge of the robot's surroundings, and operated

successfully in indoor and outdoor environments.

Curran et al[34] described an algorithm to localize a mobile robot in a partially

known environment. Their method integrated dead-reckoning, ultrasonic and infrared

sensory data to estimate the position and orientation, and to further detect unexpected

obstacles through a thresholding approach. A mathematical scheme were proposed to

improve the position accuracy of the mobile robot by using sensory data to correct the

integration error of odometry measurements. This system has been tested at a speed of 5

in/s on a hallway floor with the laboratory doors open. The total cycle time is

approximately 150-200 milliseconds, including localization, motion control and

communication to the robot.

Another example of sensor-based guidance system is by Cox[35]. fne vehicle

system was designed to operate autonomously within a structured offrce or factory

environment. Its position estimation system compared sensory range data with a 2D map

of the environment, which was used for position estimation in an absolute coordinate

frame, to estimate the precise location of the vehicle. Two typical sensors were used: 1) an

odometer giving the approximate position of the vehicle, and 2) an infrared rangefìnder

scanning the environment to obtain a range map of the environment. In order to locate the

vehicle, the position estimation system first matched the obtained range information with

the information on the 2D map, and then integrated the odometer data and matched

positions, to obtain the precise location of the vehicle.
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2.5 Neural Network for Visual Processing
Attempting to provide a human-like performance, neural network models for visual

processing have been developed, loosely based on the studies of cooperative computation

in biological nervous systems.

Mundkur and Desai[36J proposed a two-stage neural network approach using image

and network decomposition, for applications in helping and guiding pilots of aircraft to

land on runways. The system performed automatic target acquisition, identification and

tracking by processing a sequence of images. Their method was proposed for solving a

specific problem, i.e. locating a target in a given scene containing targets and background

with some clutter. Firstly, an image is partitioned into manageable chunks, and therefore a

neural network is partitioned into subnets to handle each of these chunks. Secondly, a

modified network is used to prevent a subnet from giving a "valid" output to an image not

in its training set, and to prevent two or more subnets from giving "valid" outputs

simultaneously. The approach was simulated, and the percentage of recognition decreased

with the image distortion.

Kim et al[a3] used neural network concepts to propose an approach for the

extraction of features from maps. The system consisted of three networks: necessary-

feature, sufücient-feature and integrating. The necessary-feature network extracted road

segments, and contained four processing stages: line thickness classification, line

orientation extraction, parallel lines extraction and road skeleton extraction. In the

sufficient-feature network, skeletons of parallel lines were directly extracted from the

original image; and its outputs contained not only all of the road skeleton features but also

additional false features. The integrating network combines outputs from the two feature

networks, and extracts complete road information which have less noise. Experimental

results showed that the performance of the system was adequate for a general map but not

sufficient for a specific map area.
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An automatic target recognition approach using neural net concepts was proposed in

reference [37]. In this paper, Yang et al described a neural net system which consisted of

two neural layers. The first layer, pattern matching, calculates the similarity between the

input pattern and pattern stored in the data bank. This layer contains 256x256 input

neurons and has a peak throughput of over l0 billion interconnections per second. The

second layer, pattern classification, is an optical winner-take-all layer that selects the

neuron with the maximum output value from the first layer to determine the category of

the input pattern. The prototype of the system was under development then. The overall

recognition speed of the prototype system was estimated as high as 100 targets per

second.
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Chapter 3
A Feature Recog ntzing Vision System
to Help Guide an Automatic Vehicle

This chapter describes a target recognition system that enhances the guidance system

of an automatic vehicle which can be used for part transfer in a manufacturing

environment. The vision system is designed to determine the vehicle's location with

reference to some guide marks as the vehicle navigates in its working space. Considering

that manufacturing plants require automatic vehicles with a high degree of flexibility to

meet the requirement for flexible manufacluring systems, the vision system should suit

this requirement very well. The system is expected to be low in cost, fast in terms of

computation time, operate effìciently under a variety of lighting conditions, and have a

high degree of flexibility for modifuing its paramerers.

Section one describes the vision system and vehicle control. Section two states the

objective and requirements of the vision system. Section three gives the overview of the

vision system, and Section four describes the general principle of the recognition

procedure.

More details about the principle of the recognition and the software implementation

of the vision system, are described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively.

3.1 Vision System and Vehicle Controt
An automatic vehicle can be used for production automation in industrial and

manufacturing environments. It plays a role for part transfer and material handling. Using

an automatic vehicle can replace the manual handling of materials, substitute for a human

operator in hazardous areas and provide a high degree of efficiency.

The vision system provides information to the control system of the automatic

vehicle, and uses an on-board computer containing its software for the guidance of the
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vehicle. The computer stores a memory map which states the path along which the vehicle

is required to travei. The available information allowing the vehicle to know its location, is

the position information with respect to a fixed coordinate frame, which is determined

from the vehicle's wheels. This information is suffïcient if a perfect rolling condition for the

vehicle's wheels exists. However, the actual position and orientation of the vehicle are

affected by the vehicle's wheel slippage, the rolling surface roughness and undulations.

Because the vehicle accumulates its position errors while it is in motion, it is necessary to

accurately update its position statement from time to time. The vision system provides this

accurate information to the vehicle control system.

The technique for increasing the accuracy of the wheel position knowledge is to

determine the wheel position relative to fixed marks in room from time to time. The

absolute positions of these fixed marks are given by the internal map. The task to locate

these marks with respect to the vehicle coordinate frame, is accomplished by a TV camera

and a recognition algorithm that has been installed in the computer. Wang[2OJ has used

this idea to propose a vision system which determined the vehicle's location with reference

to a specially designed target. Our vision system was developed to find smaller targets and

existing marks, and to recognize targets quickly and uniquely.

3.2 Objective and Requirement of the Vision System
As seen in section 3.1, the vision system works as an observer to locate guide marks

so that the vehicle control system can determine the position and orientation of the

vehicle. The vision system process consists of two major levels: target recognition and

target localization. Considering the.target recognition process is more important than the

target localization which is done based on the degree of success the target recognition, the

focus of the thesis is on the target recognition process. This recognition process must

work effectively in a manufacturing environment.
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3.2.1 The Objective of the Vision System

In Chapter 1, an imperative problem is posed that is to determine vehicle's position

in real time while the vehicle is operating. This research aims to solve this problem, and is

expected to achieve a practical solution for recognizing guide marks in a known

manufacturing environment.

A majority of mobile robot guidance applications requires fast speed and moderate

accuracy. The shorter the computation process is, the more frequently the vehicle can

update its position information. In this context, the objective of the research is to develop

a vision guidance system which can recognize a variety targets in a very short time and

provide good perfonnance with low cost. This process should not be affected by variation

of illuminations and complexity of scene. This can be accomplished through a variety of

techniques such as a user interface with software during system setup, and a logarithmic

transformation. The target features are the combinations of different gray levels with sharp

transition, and could be a few real-world targets shown from Fig. 3.2 a to c, and custom-

made patterns shown from Fig. 3.2 d to f.

In determining the position and orientation of the vehicle, the vision system needs to

know the orientation of two marks with respect to the vehicle, and the distance between

one of the marks and the vehicle. As the marks'locations in a fixed coordinate frame are

given by an internal map as mentioned before, the location of the vehicle in the same

coordinate frame can be obtained. More details about the determination of the vehicle

location are given in Appendix A.

3.2.2 Requirements of the.Vision System

The system should work within a known typical manufacturing environment as

stated earlier. The environment would typically have the following significant features:

. The floor is flat.

. The lighting conditions vary through the plant.
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. The environment contains well defined, generally unobstructed travel routes,

with a variety of machines and storage areas beside them.

. There exist permanent features that can be used as targets, and vertical surfaces

to mount smalltargets on.

The vehicle moves freely on the floor of the environment, with its 2D motion

approximately measured by an encoder on the rear wheels. The precise position and

orientation of the vehicle still need to be updated from time to time using information

obtained through the camera system.

The targets that will be used for the camera system are inexpensive because they are

passive. This means that they do not create or radiate light and do not use special

reflectors. These targets are stationary fixed marks, and their absolute locations of the

targets are known. These target could be placed anywhere in the camera field of view.

A TV camera is used as the vision system's sensor since it costs less than any other

optical sensors. The camera can be rotated using the map information to find the target of

interest.

3.3 The Feature Recognizing Vision System
As described previously, the vision system to be developed uses passive targets and

recognize unique targets in a very short time period, under a variety of illuminations, to

help the vehicle precisely locate itself in manufacturing environments. The system should

be able to work with camera-target distance range from lm to 5m, and the processing

time for recognition should be within 0.5 seconds.

This section provides a general overview of the system from the hardware employed

to the recognition algorithm. First, the system overview describes the structure of the

system. Then the system elements including the target, camera and image acquisition

hardware are described. Finally, the vision algorithm and procedure for successfully

recognizing a variety of targets are discussed.
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3.3.î System Overview

Fig.3.1 shows the configuration of the vision system. The vision system consists of a

target, a TV camera for target sensing, an image acquisition and processing subsystem,

and a video monitor.

The targets used are custom-made gray patterns or objects in reality, which will be

described in the next section. The camera is mounted on the top of the vehicle to capture

pictures of scenes. It could rotate around the vertical axis if it is necessary, with the

assistance of a mechanism. The image acquisition and processing subsystem contains a

frame grabber for image capturing, a 80486 computer, and vision software. The frame

grabber converts the picture of the scene into a 256 gray level digital image of 512x480

pixels. The computer used has a l2MB RAM and a 320 MB hard disk at a 33lvfrfZ clock

rate. It sends the command to capture an image of the scene, processes the image data and

identifies the targets to provide information for the vehicle path planning. The vision

software contains the code for the.target recognition algorithm which is described later.

The video monitor and computer display are used for displaying the captured image and

the results of image analysis. They also help a human operator to set up the vision system

as well supervise the vehicle operation during its navigation.

0
#

Computer Display

Fig. 3.I Structure of the vision system
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trn this thesis we propose a scheme to recognize targets using the information of

brightness transition ratio of adjacent gray regions. The recognition process contains four

major steps:

l) gray scale manipulation,

2) edgedetectioq

3) logarithm difference of edge intensity measurement, and

4) feature identification.

The gray scale manipulation transforms a gray scale image into a logarithmic image

which makes it easy for the user interface and possible to operate the system under

different illuminations. Edge detection extracts edges of objects from the background and

creates edge information in the form of structured database. The logarithmic difference of

edge intensity measurement is performed after potential edges have been detected. The

information obtained at this step is equivalent to a ratio of edge brightness transition, and

is used for the feature identification process. The feature identifìcation process matches

the obtained information with the specifications speci$ing the desired target information

in a data file. If the test succeeds, a target feature is claimed to be found, and the

information of the target feature is stored.

3.3.2 System Elements

This section describes details of the system elements including the target and image

acquisition system.

Targets

In real manufacturing environments, most articles are gray and vertically oriented.

The targets used could possess similar characteristics, so that our vision system could pick

up as many targets as it can. These targets must satisfy the following specifications: they

must l) be easy to set up, 2) comprise vertical or horizontal lines, 3) have smalter size in

comparison with the target in [20], 4) have different gray shades of significant contrast,
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and 5) have at least two different gray levels which include the background gray level, 6)

have 6'pical rectangular shape.

a. switch plate

b. socket

c. machine switch

d. a donut

e. strip bar

fl square block

ffiffiffi
(a) (b) (c)

real-world targets

ffi@ ffi
(d) (e) (Ð

custom-made patterns

Fig. 3.2 Typical targets

The typical examples of targets are a switch plate, an electrical socket, vertical or

horizontal bars, a circular machine switch as shown in Fig. 3.2. A custom-made pattern

was created for testing the vision system; it has four 2 inch squares set in a 2xZ anay and

have four different gray levels, as shown in Fig. 3.2 f. Moreover, a target feature could

contain many different gray level regions, and a circular object having adequate consistent

features in the central part ofthe object can be also used as a target.

fmage Acquisition System

Image acquisition is implemented by a camera and a frame grabber. It performs the

tasks of image sensing and digitizing. The TV camera mounted on the vehicle is a CCD

cr¡,mera model Pulnix TM-450, which is used to sense the scene. Its lens aperture is

adjusted to the appropriate setting, which provides the most dynamic range of the target

scene brightness without going into saturation. The rotgtion of the camera could be

adjusted by a motor to suit the need for viewing around the vehicle while it remains
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stationary. The camera used for the system test has a focal length of l6mm, and its

viewing angles are 30.80 horizontally and23.3o vertically.

The frame grabber (a commercial MATROX board) is used to digitize and store a

picture to a computer. The images are captured through the frame grabber which is

installed on a computer, and stored into a frame buffer which contains 512x480 bytes with

8 bits of gray level reading. The image grabbing speed is l/30 second for each frame. The

AID conversion of the frame grabber is set up in a way such that it gives 255 and zero to

the maximum video signal and zero video signal, respectively.

3.4 Recognit¡on Algorithm
The recognition algorithm uses object gray level information to identi$ reatistic

objects which have similar features as shown in Fig. 3.3 within a digitized image domain.

Fig. 3.3 illustrates target features representing object characteristics to be used for the

recognition algorithm.

E EE
llt
ltl
l:äitr',hemd::;:::lï:::lilltE

w #*€## w w
äri:::::iiffiÉ
'i¡ii]iiffi

(a) Edges set on white background
E: edge
W: white
LG: light gray
G: gray

B: black

(b) Edges set on gray or dark background

Fig. 3.3 Typical target features to be identified

The recognition process first extracts useful edges by scanning horizontally and

compares extracted edge information with the desired target feature. It consists of four

major steps as mentioned earlier and described next.
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3.4.1 Gray Scale Manipulation

The gray scale manipulation is a process for providing the vision system with a high

degree of flexibility under different lighting conditions and for the use of a variety of

targets.

It is developed for a variety of reasons. Basically, this step is considered due to the

existence of the gamma circuit in a camera, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The 7 circuit is used

to fit the video monitor visual output and increase the camera input brightness range. This

7 circuit which is described in detail in section 4.1, provides an output signal to be the

input object brightness to the power of 7. Since gamma varies with different light

intensities arriving to the camera sensor, the output signal from the camera, which is

measured by a frame grabber, needs to be measured to fìnd the relationship between the

input and output signals with different incoming light intensities.

In order to provide a high degree of flexibility for operating under a variety of

lighting and using various targets which satisfy the target requirements as stated earlier, a

logarithmic transformation is adopted. The logarithmic transformation converts a digital

image into a logarithmic image in which the brightness gray level is a linear logarithmic

function of the input object gray level. It provides the following merits:

1) The transformation allows a constant brightness increment for different

brightness levels with constant brightness ratios, to represent a brightness

transition ratio between adjacent areas.

2) A simple subtraction in logarithmic scale presents the same result as a division

in linear scale so that the.calculation time can be reduced

3) The transformation also makes it easy for a user or an operator to read edge

brightness ratios on a gray level curve when setting up target finding

information for a specified mark.
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To handle the 7 effect and the logarithmic transformation in the system, a conversion

table which provides sufücient accuracy and speed, is created and used to convert light

intensities on the camera sensor to the output signals to be used.

More details of this manipulation process are described in section 4.1 giving the

logarithmic transformation along with experimental results. Data of the conversion table is

listed in Appendix C.

3.4.2 Edge Detection

Edge detection first detects raw edges within an input image and gives exact edge

locations. It has two major steps: l) the differentiation and thresholding step, and 2) the

one pixel edge determination.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) gray level profile and

(b) corresponding differential profile

*Note: the scale is timed by'an multiplier(la8) and added an offset(-10r.4).

For the first step, the raw edges can be detected by applying a first differential

operator to the input image. Fig. 3.4 shows a gray level and a differential profrle along a

horizontal scanned line of an image. Fig. 3.4 (b), it can be observed that a spike indicating

alue

Threshold Setting
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a change of slope in the gray level graph, could indicate the existence of a possible edge,

or noise which are some dirt or whatever being caused by the system for physical reasons.

Since a true edge usually has much larger spike than noise, a thresholding operation

is applied to each differential value in order to enhance potential edges and eliminate noise.

Fig' 3.5 shows a discrete profile at the area of interest shown in Fig. 3.a (a). A th¡eshold

at a value of 40 is applied to the discrete differential value at each pixel. The pixels whose

differential values exceed the threshold value, indicate the presence of possible edges.

However, one or more pixels remain at each potential edge point.

Differential Value

Fig. 3.5 Thresholding Differential Value

The second step determines the most probable location of an edge from the detected

edge pixels in the first step. The quantity of pixels detected at each edge point, may be an

odd or even number. The pixel at the center of an odd quantity of pixels or left of center

of an even quantity of pixels, is selected as the edge location. For example, if two pixels

have been selected in the first step as the representation ofa potential edge, in the second

step, the location of the first pixel will be chosen to be the edge position, as seen in Fig.

-40

-60
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3.5, Pixel No. 225. If three pixels representing a possible edge, the location of the middle

one will be chosen to be the edge position, as seen in Fig. 3.5, PixelNo. 219.

Once a potential edge has been found, the coordinates of the edge in the image

domain and its brightness transition direction which indicates an edge transiting from light

area to dark area or vice versa, are stored in a structured array.

3.4.3 Log Difference of Edge lntensity Measurement

After edge detection, one pixel information for each edge has been obtained. Further

unique information at each found edge, is required in order to provide suffìcient edge

information for the process of feature identification. The process of logarithm difference of

edge intensity measurement provides such information based on the success of edge

detection. It measures the brighlness lransition ratio at a found edge point, i.e. the

difference of the edge brightness transition on a logarithmic scale.

Log Gray level diffof ed e intensit

Pixel#
40 100 t20

Fig, 3.6lllustration of Log difference of edge intensity

Fig.3.6 illustrates the log. difference of edge intensity on a log gray level profile of a

scanned line, with an edge indicated. The logarithm difference of edge intensity at the edge

point, is the brightness variation on the bright side and the dark side, i.e. the difference of

86 and B¿ in Fig. 3.6.

20
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From the gray level profile as shown in Fig. 3.6, it can be observed that the

brightness intensity change around the edge of interest is a large variation rather than a

sharp variation. This makes the brightness on the bright and dark sides of the edge, B6 and

B¿, difficult to determine. Thus, both are required to be set arbitrarily. B6 is set as the

average of the 3rd and 4th pixels'brightness on the bright side of the edge, and B¿ is set in

a similar way.

For the convenience of the later process, the logarithmic brightness intensities 86

and B¿, which are denoted as the highest and lowest edge intensities, are stored with the

previous edge information.

3.4.4 Feature ldentification

The final step, feature identification or recognition, refers to matching the processed

target feature with the target feature described in a data file. The processed target feature

iscollected based on a cluster of edge information from the previous steps, which includes

edge position, edge brightness transition direction, the highest and lowest edge intensities

of the edge. The feature identifrcation step relates this edge information to the stored

target feature information. The data in the data file is defined on the concept of a primary

edge, with a minimum and a maximum allowance for individual edge information.

A particular target feature to be recognized is shown in Fig. 3.7, with the illustration

of all edge information obtained from previous steps. The process checks if each edge of a

potential feature can be found so that a target feature is or not claimed to be found.

Following the searching order and direction specified in the data file, the process tests

each edge being processed against the criteria defïned in the data file.
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_ _s-a_r¡pling line x¡ : the pixel position

I ¡*: the highest edge intensity

I¡n : the lowest edge intensity

Fig. 3.7 A target feature to be recognized

Firstly, the feature identifrcation process has to figure out which edge could be the

primary edge by comparing each edge information with the primary edge information

specified in the data file. Once the primary edge has been successfully found, the searching

forthe second edge resumes and checks if the edge being tested satisfres the requirement

of the relationship between the primary edge and second edge, which are defrned in the

data file. The searching for the third or fourth edges follows after fìnding the primary and

the second edges, and uses similar concepts.

Once the potential target feature has been found, the search repeats the same search

strategy vertically using another identifier to search the vertical target feature in a local

a¡ea where the horizontal target feature has been found. Should the search succeed, we

consider the target to have been uniquely recognized.

This completes the description of the recognition process. More details on the

recognition procedure are given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively. Chapter 4,

information extraction, describes the first three steps, and Chapter 5, recognition

implementation, describes the fourth step and the software implementation.
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Chapter 4
lnformation Extraction Processing

Chapter 3 has given the overview of the whole system including system requirement

and target features. This chapter describes the information extraction processing in more

detail, which includes the first three blocks shown in Fig. 4.l. Chapter 5 describes the

details about the recognition implementation.

Fig. 4.1 The Recognition Procedure

The information extraction processing converts the real object brightness intensity

information into the useful feature information for feature identifìcation. It consists of

three major phases (see Fig. a.1). The first phase is gray scale manipulation, in which the

input image gray levels are scaled using a conversion table. The second phase is edge

detection, which extracts the edges of potential targets. The third phase is log difference

of edge intensity measuremend which measures the edge brightness transition ratio for

edges found in the previous step, and produces feature vectors.

4.1 Gray Scale Manipulation

The gray scale manipulation is developed for several reasons. The initial purposes of

the manipulation are to correct the camera's gamma coefücient which afiFects the picture

display on the CRT tube of the video monitor, and reduce the effect of variation in

ambient lighting. It converts the image stored in the frame buffer to a logarithmic image by
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using a conversion table. For ease of understanding, the TV camera structure and video

image display are described along with a discussion of the gray scale manipulation.

Big. 4.2 illustrates the structure of a c¿unera which consists of a sensor, a sensor

amplifier, a gamma circuit (7) and a 7 signal amplifier. The sensor produces an electrical

signal proportional to the intensity of light falling upon it. This signal is then amplified by

the sensor amplifier. The amplified signal is modified by a gamma circuit and is amplified

again by the 7 signal amplifier to produce a signal suitable for a video monitor.

Light
Video Signal

from Objecfs

The reasons for having a 7 circuit are as follows:

1) It compensates for the CRT non-linear characteristic response of the voltage to

brightness intensity, which is shown in Fig. 4.3. The output brightness intensity

of a CRT is related to the input voltage to the power of lly. To have a linear

characteristic of output brightness intensity against object brightness, a signal

from a camera sensor must undergo gamma correction by a I circuit which is

approximately the square root of the object brightness intensity.

CRT : signall/?

Fig. 4.2 Structure of a Camera

Fig. 4.3 Diagram of a video CRT display
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2) The gamma circuit allows a larger brightness dynamic range when compared to

linear output from the camera.

The output signal from a garnma circuit takes the form of:

Signal = K*(Brightness)7 (0<?<:1, 7 typically = 0.5), (4-l)

If 7:1, the circuit does not affect the output signal. If 7=0.5, the output is

proportional to the square root ofthe object brightness.

brightness

260
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t20
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Fig. 4.a Curves of object brightness vs. camera output signal for 7:l and 7:0.5

Fig.4.4 shows curves of object brightness vs. output signal for 7=l and

?=0.5 respectively. The input brightness level is given a range of 0 to 255, and

the minimum and maximum related signals for 7:l and 7=0.5 are set at 0 and

255. The frame grabber has 255 steps, changing I step for each unit change in

the signal. At a high brightness of 200 units of gray level, a I0%o brightness

signal
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increase gives a 20 step change in the frame grabber for 7:1, and gives a 12

step change for 7=0.5. At a lower brightness of 20 units of gray level for the

same percentage brightness increase, a 2 step change will be obtained for 7:1.

If we set this 2 step change as the minimum resolution for image processing, a

square root circuit can handle a minimum brightness which is far below 20

units of gray level. From Fig. 4.4, this brightness is about 7 units of gray level.

This indicates that for a specified minimum resolution, if the ratio of brightness

change with a linear response is 10:1, the ratio with a square root circuit can be

28.6:I. This shows that because of the limitation of the frame grabber, the

square root circuit provides a larger dynamic brightness range than a linear

response.

In practice, the square root circuit shown in Fig. 4.4 is an ideal case. It has been

found that the camera gamma changes with different brightness intensities; i.e. the output

signal of the gamma circuit changes with a smaller input signal being given a larger

garnma. Therefore, the relationship between the output signal and the input signal must be

measured. To do this, an experiment is conducted by adjusting the incoming light intensity

to the camera sensor over its full dynamic range and measuring the output signal through

the frame grabber.

Fig. 4.5 The layout of experiment

object

,ffi

Fig. 4.5 shows how the experiment is set up. The

comes from an object and the ciutput signal from the

input signal entering the camera

camera is digitized by a frame
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grabber. The measured output signal is taken at a designated constant brightness area

without changing the camera's location.

In the succeeding description, the brightness reading refers to the digitized output

signal obtained from the frame grabber, and the incoming light intensity which is

equivalent to the object brightness mentioned before, refers to the light aniving at the

c¿rmera sensor.

The incoming light intensity can be changed by adjusting the lens opening of the

camera. The intensity of the light entering the camera sensor is proportional io the size of

the camera lens opening, which is proportional to the inverse of the square of camera

aperture index. For example, an aperture index of 2.8 allows twice the amount of

incoming light intensity as an aperture index of 4. If the maximum brightness reading gives

the sensor full brightness for the maximum size of lens opening, i.e. the intensity of light

on the object is set to give a reading of 255 from the frame grabber for an aperture index

of 1.4; for a specified aperture index, the incoming light intensity on the camera sensor

(O) is represented as:

^ 510
\-/r - ---------;-' (index)'

(4-2)

where index is the camera aperture index.

To obtain a reasonably complete set of readings, a reading is taken every half

apertur,e index mark. Based on the equation (-2) and the experiment, the light intensity

on the camera sensor and the measured output signal from the frame grabber at the

corresponding aperture index, forms the second and third columns of Table 4. 1.
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Aperture
Index*

Object
Brightness

lO;)

Brightness
Reading

lR:)

Log
Brightness

(C;)

t.4
t.7
)

2.4
2.8
3.4
4

4.7
5.6
6.4
8

9.5

255
180

t27
90
64
45
32
22
l6
ll
8

6

255
237
208
176
148

12r
95

70
47
29
t6
9

255
232
2r0
r88
166
t43
t2t
99
76
54

32
l0

Table 4.1Light Intensity Experimental Data

and Logarithm of Brightness

Now, in order to provide a high degree of flexibility under different lighting and for

the use of a variety of targets, a transformation is considered to modify the brightness

reading from the frame grabber for the follåwing reasons:

1) The edge brightness transition ratio which is a measure of the contrast between

adjacent areas, is a necessary parameter for our recognition purpose.

2) The illumination varies throughout manufacturing environments.

3) A human operator needs to read brightness ratios easily when setting up system

parameters for recogni zing tar get features.

A logarithmic transform is adopted to meet these challenges. This transformation

gives the following advantages:

l) Performing a simple subtraction in logarithmic scale achieves the same result as

performing a division in linear scale.

t *" ¿u* of this column is approximately set as the camera aperture is adjusted smoothly, therefore, the data in 3rd

column may slightly vary.
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2) The transformation allows a particular brightness increment to represent a

brightness ratio regardless of variation of illumination.

3) The gray level display of the transformation allows an operator sets up target

finding information more easily because of 2) above.

Fig.4.6 (b) shows two profiles in logarithmic scale of the linear profiles in Fig.4.6

(a), and illustrates the brightness increments (R1 and R/ in the area of interest are the

same for different brightness levels with constant brightness ratios. Fig. 4.6 (a) shows two

profiles in linear scale at two different average gray levels. The solid line represents a

profile at the average brightness level of 200 and the dash-dot line represents a profile at

the average brightness level of 60 which is 30o/o of the brightness of the solid line. The

brightness increments (81 and 82) for both profiles at the shown area of interest, are

observed to be different, even though both brightness ratios are the same. The following

description shows how this transformation is accomplished.
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Fig. 4.6Illustration of logarithmic process with different lighting conditions

The converted output brightness (C) is obtained by

Ci: A*Log(O¡) + B

l\FIô
FNN

o)

ixel position

(4-3)

where O¡ is an object brightness, and A and B are constants.

In equation (4-3), if the maximum and minimum converted brightness are known, the

constants A and B can be set. In order to give a maximum usable brightness range for

image analysis, the maximum converted brightness is set to be 255, which is the maximum

brightness reading, and the minimum converted brightness is arbitarily set to 10, which

considers the resolution limit described earlier. Substituting these two values and their

corresponding object brightness into equation (4-3), A and B can be calculated as l4B and

-101.4. In Table 4.1, the fourth column showing logarithmic brightness, is calculated by

inserting the data from the second column with the determined A and B into equation

(4-3).
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From Table 4.1, one can see that the object brightness and brightness reading are not

easy to represented by a simple mathematical relationship. For the simplicity of image

transformation, a conversion table, which uses piecewise linear interpolation between two

rows of Table 4.1, is created to convert the image stored in the frame buffer into a

logarithm image. The data of logarithm brightness from 10 to 255 in the table is calculated

by equation (a-3). For those brightness reading below 10, they are arbitrarily left

unchanged. In practice, to ensure the vision system works properly, an image which have

abrightness area below l0 units of gray level after the conversion, is ignored for further

processing. Appendix C provides the entire data of the table.

output gray level

300
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r50
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50

0

Using the data in Appendix C, one can

input brightness as shown in Fig. 4.7. When

50 100 150 200 250 3OO

Fig. 4.7 Curves of output brightness vs. input brightness

converted output

reading output

input gray level

form two curves of output brightness vs.

taking into account the aperture setting's
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inaccuracy, the curve of reading output may need to be smoothed. If this is the case, the

curve of converted output may be slightly closer to the reading output curve.

Note that the data in the second and third columns of Table 4.7, may vary slightly if
images are grabbed by different frame grabbers or cameras. Therefore, an experiment

relating the input of the camera sensor and the output through the frame grabber, is

required, as will be discussed in section 6.3. The new conversion table to be used is

generated by using the described transformation.

4.2 Edge Detection

In order to extract target features, the edges of targets need to be extracted first.

The purpose of edge detection is to provide primary information for image analysis. The

process of edge detection comprises two steps: 1) differentiation and thresholding; and2)

one pixel edge determination. The result of the process includes the location of the edges

in the image domain and the edge brightness transition direction.

4.2.1 Differentiation and Thresholding

In theory, an edge point can be detected by using first differential operation. To

detect a vertical edge, a horizontal sweep is digitized and discretized by the differential

operation as:

G(*):I(x+l)-I(x-1) (4-4)

where x is a pixel location along the row, G(x) is the differential value at the location of x,

I(x+l) and l(x-l) are the brightness intensities corresponding to the locations of x*l and

x-1. An edge occurs where the value of G(x) reaches its local extreme value. In the case of

a horizontal edge, a vertical sweep is digitized and similar operation is applied.
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Fig. 4.8 (a) gray level profile and

(b) corresponding differential profile

Fig. 4.8 shows a gray level profile and a differential profile along a horizontal scan

line of the image. From these, one can observe that a change of differential direction could

indicate the existence of an edge but could also indicate noise caused by a mottled surface

or system. This effect can be seen from the low peaks and other signal shapes appearing in

I
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Jhreshold Setting
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Fig. 4.8 (b), further indicating that the differential operator is sensitive to noise. This also

shows that an edge location can not be precisely determined by simply using a

differentiation operation.

To remove possible noise indicated as lower peaks, a threshold value, given as 40

units in Fig. 4.8 (b), is applied to each digitized differential value, so that they will not be

considered as potential edges. The threshold value is set by scanning a line of image and

observing the differential signals on the background of intrest. The threshold value is set

higher than noise signals and lower than signals which have greater brightness ratios, so

that the vision system can handle an input image without losing too much information.

After the process of differentiation and thresholding, one or more pixels have been

detected at each potential edge, and the information of pixels being considered as possible

edges is stored in a vector structure. This information includes: l) the pixel's position

referring to the coordinates of a pixel in the image domain, and 2) the pixel's brightness

transition direction which is indicated the pixel's brightness changing from dark to bright

area or vice verse.

4.2.2 One Pixel Edge determination

At the end of the edge detection process, one or more pixels exist at a potential

edge point. A single pixel statement for the representation of a potential edge is necessary

for later processing steps. The one pixel edge determination finds the most probable

location of an edge from the detected edge pixels in the previous step, so that the multi-

pixel situations can be clarified.

The quantity of pixels detected at each edge point may be an odd or even number.

The pixel at the center of an odd quantity of pixels, or left of center of an even quantity of

pixels, is selected as the edge located. For example, if two pixels have been selected as the

representation of a potential edge, the location of the first pixel will be chosen as the edge

location; if three pixels have been detected, the middle one, i.e. the second pixel, will be
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chosen as the edge. For software implementation of the process, the center pixel of a

group is determined by equation 5-5 which presents the above stated method.

x: xi + a(ël+) (4-s)

x is the selected pixel position, xi and x1 are the fìrst and the last pixel locations, where

their differential magnitudes exceed the given threshold value, while a(ry) is the

quotient of x!#

The reasons for adding this process are several. They are mainly related to the edge

brightness ratios and edge sharpness. Some of them can be given from the evidence of Fig.

4.9. This figure shows ambiguous cases in which a one pixel statement could not be

obtained at each potential edge unless one arbitrarily specifìes a pixel as an edge.

differential value

þixel #

Fig. 4.9 Multiple pixel at an edge point

In Fig. 4.9, several areas of interest have been detected as potentiat edges after

th¡esholding. Class A has two pixels having similar differential values standing for the

presence of a potential edge. The occurrence is caused by two facts, one is because the

edge is detected based on the central differential operation, the other reason is by the

reflection from a rounded or non-sharp edge. Class B has three pixels having similar or

equal differential values in a row, which is caused by a more rounded edge. Class C has

two pixels having similar differential heights, which are separated by a pixel having lower

differential height. This occurence is due to the reflection of a non-sharp edge. An
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exception to the cases shown in Fig. 4.9, is a rarely observed case in which there is a

significantly large spike at one end of the pixel group. Because this occurs seldom and

could be caused by an edge reflection, the pixel is still best selected by using the above

process. Using the one pixel per edge process, the edges' locations for the cases illustrated

in Fig. 4.9 are determined at the locations as pointed out by arrows.

Once an edge has been found, its location and brightness transition direction are

stored in a vector structure for further processing.

4.3 Log Difference of Edge lntensity Measurement
From the edge detection process, edges have been extracted. The information for

each edge is still not sufficient for the feature recognition process. Log difference of edge

intensity measurement provides the unique information representing edges' characteristics.

The measurement is equivalent to a measure of edge brightness transition ratio at an

extracted edge. Therefore, a simple subtraction in logarithmic scale achieves the same

results as a division in linear gray scale.

The logarithm difference of edge intensity (ABx) is the logarithmic brightness

variation on the bright side and dark side of the detected edge located at x. Fig. 4.10

illustrates the log difference of edge intensity on a log gray level profile of a scanned line,

with an edge indicated. The log difference of edge intensity (ABx) can be represented by

the following:

ABx: BU - B¿ (4-6)

where 86 is the brightness on the bright side of the edge and 86 is the brightness on the

dark side ofthe edge.
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Fig. 4.10 lllustration of Log Diffof edge inrensity

As shown the profïle of the log brightness in Fig.4.10, the brightness intensities at

the edge transition areavary as a ramp, rather than sharply. This makes the bright side and

the dark side brightness 86 and B¿ next to the edge not easily determined.

Gray level
found edge

Fig. 4.1I Determination of B5 and B6

In order to determine B6 and B¿, the profile around the found edge as shown in Fig.

4.10 is clipped horizontally and'digitized as shown in Fig. 4.11. Through observations of

image analysis experiments, Bb is arbitrarily set as the average of the third and fourth

pixel's brightness on the bright side of the found edge and B¿ is set in a similar way. 86

and B¿ at x can be represented by equation (4-7).

20
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B'=

BI=

Bx€ *Bx+¿
2

Bx€ *Bx-a
(4-7)

where Bx*3, B¡*{, B*-3 and B*-4 correspond to the brightness respectively at locations

ofx*3, x*4, x-3 and x-4.

After the measurement, an adjustable threshold is applied to the log difference of

edge intensities to eliminate unreasonable edges having low contrast, so that edges having

high contrast are processed for feature identification. For the convenience of the later

process, the highest logarithm edge intensity is referred to the brightness (86) of the bright

side, and the lowest logarithm edge intensity is referred to the brightness (B¿) of the dark

side. The highest and lowest edge intensities are stored to be the information of logarithm

difference of edge intensity for a found edge, and are used to calculate the logarithm

average edge intensity which is introduced in the next step, feature identification.

At this point of the process, the detailed edge information has been extracted. This

includes edge position, edge brightness transition direction, and the highest and lowest

edge intensities. The next step, feature identification, relates the found features with the

stored target features, will be described in Chapter 5.
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Ghapter 5
Recog n ition lmplementation

Chapter 4 described the information extraction processing. This chapter describes

the final phase of the recognition procedure in detail, which is the feature identification

process, and then shows how the system software programming is implemented.

From the process of information extraction, the detailed edge information has been

obtained. Thefeature identifcalion process compares the obtained edge features with the

desired target feature to be identified to decide ifthe desired target exists in the real scene.

5.1 Feature ldentification
Feature identification or recognition refers to matching measured parameters with

image data stored in a target information file which is used to represent the target feature

to be found. The measured parameters are the information generated from the previous

steps, which include the edge position, edge brightness transition direction, the highest and

lowest logarithmic edge intensities. The data in the target information file, which is similar

to the measured parameters, is defìned on the concept of a primary edge with a minimum

and a maximum allowance for individual measured parameter. The recognition process

tests each edge against the criteria defined in the information file.

Fig. 5.1 shows a line of primary information for a switch plate. The edge positions

are represented by xl, xZ, x3 and x4. The edge brightness transition directions are

indicated by arrows in such that a left-up arro\¡/ represents a brightness transiting from a

light to dark area and a right-up arrow represents a brightness transiting from a dark to

light area. The lowest and highest logarithmic edge intensities are represented by Iln, Il*,
l¡n,IZx,13¡, I3y, I4n and I4*. Usingthe lowest and highest log edge intensities, one can

derive the log average edge intensity, which is the average of the lowest and highest log

edge intensities.
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Fig. 5.1 illustration of obtained data

The information for the feature of the switch plate shown in Fig. 5.1, is stored in the

target information file. All numerical quantities of the information are given with a

minimum and a maximum range of allowance. The data in the target information file is

shown in Fig. 5.2 and is as follows:

For the primary edge:

l. the log difference of edge intensity (h1) which has to be higher enough to

be distinct from other weak edges.

2. the edge brightness transition direction (left-up arrow).

For the second edge:

l. the sign indicating search direction (as shown in numerical sequence) and

the distance (11) in pixel number from the primary edge.

2. the log difference of edge intensity (h2).

3. the edge brightness transition direction (right-up arrow).

4. the difference (H12) between the log average edge intensity relative and

primary edge's log average edge intensity.
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The data for the third edge contains:

1. the sign indicating search direction, and the pixel distance ratio (lZnù which

is defined by the pixel distance (l) from the primary edge against the pixel

distance (11) from the primary edge to the second edge, with a small amount

of pixel adjustment that makes it easy to recognize two edges which are

close to each other.

2. the log difference of edge intensity (h3).

3. the edge brightness transition direction (left-up arrow).

4. the difference (Ht3) of log average edge intensity related to log average

edge intensity of the primary edge.

The data for the fourth edge is the same as the data for the third edge.

Note that the library data file can still be used if it has data for only one of the 3rd or

4th edges.

ti
,l

Fig.5.2

iþu
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average ort\[É èä!e intensity
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-
given in the target information fìle

In describing the matching process, one can refer to Fig. 5.3. In Fig. 5.3, (a) shows

an image picture scanned by a camera, (b) shows a gray level profile for a sampled line
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across the image, (c) shows its differential profile and (d) shows the obtained edge

information after th¡esholding. The comparison of the target feature is performed as

simple additions and subtractions to the logarithmic brightness information. The process

for finding the feature of a switch plate in Fig. 5.2 is as follows:

threshold setting

(c)

| 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 sdse#

(d)

(a) image picture. (b) gray level profile across a line.

(c) differential profrle. (d) obtained information

Fig. 5.3 The illustration of the information obtained across a line of an image

lll r l! tl1iir11l1l

sampling line
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Initially, the process considers every possible edge as the primary edge across a line

of image. Every edge is tested, until an edge whose log difference of the edge intensity and

edge brightness transition direction fit the given data for the primary edge specified in the

library, has been found. Considering the obtained edge information shown in Fig. 5.3 (d),

the primary edge could be at edge #2 or edge #6. Edge #8 and edge #5 could be chosen as

primary edged depending on the range of acceptable values for the primary edge.

Once the primary edge has been found, searching for the second edge resumes by

comparing the measured and the defined parameters, The edge to be searched must be on

the right side of the primary edge and within a minimum and maximum pixel distance. In

the event of the edge being tested falling within the defïned pixel distance range, the log

difference of edge intensity is measured and the brightness transition direction is checked.

If the brightness direction is correct and the log difference of edge intensity is a fit, the

diffFerence of log average edge intensity related to log average edge intensity of the

primary edge is verified against the defined data.

In relating to Fig. 5.3 (d), if edge #2 is selected as the primary edge, the second edge

might be found at edge #3. Edge #7 could also be found as the second edge if the primary

edge is chosen at edge #6. Suppose the pixel distance between edge #6 and edge #7 is a

fit, the maximum log difference of edge intensity for edge #7 is not within the defined

limit, so it would not be accepted as the second edge. Edge #9 could be second edge if the

primary edge is at edge #8.

Searching for the third edge begins after finding the primary and second edges. To fit

the specified information data,.the possible third edge must be on the left side of the

primary edge; and it must also be within a distance which is defined by the minimum and

maximum ratios of the measured pixel distance between the primary and third edges to the

measured distance between the primary and second edges. A small pixel number

adjustment is also available. The relationship is represented by equation 5-8:
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ll**Rn'in - Px < l¡m< 11,n*R*u* + Px (s-8)

showing that the measured distance between the primary edge and third edge (12,n) must

be greater than the measured distance between the primary and second edges (l1n ) times

the minimum ratio (Rmin), minus pixel distance @x), and less than the related maximum

ratio plus Px.

If the pixel distance satisfies equation (5-8), the log difference of edge intensity, the

brightness transition direction and the difference of log average edge intensity are tested

against the specified criteria. If one looks at the possible match from Fig. 5.3 (d), edge #l

can be considered as a candidate for the third edge in reference to primary edge #2,

provided the distance ratio is set to 20.Edge #5 could be chosen as a possible third edge,

if edge #6 has been chosen as a primary edge and if edge #7 had been identified as a

second edge. Edge #7 fails when considered with edge #8 as primary edge and edge #9 as

secondary edge because the log difference ofaverage edge intensity related to edge #8 and

the edge brightness transition direction do not fit.

Searching for the fourth edge could be performed either before or after the searching

of the third edge. In Fig. 5.3 (d), edge#4 matches parameters defined for the fourth edge

related to the primary edge #I. The matching result tells that edges #L, #2, #3 and #4

possess the feature for the switch plate in the library file. Their positions and brightness

transition directions are stored in a structured array, and are useful for further target

verification. other edges which do not fit defined features are discarded.

In this process several constraints employed to create the library file are used for

target verification. They are as follows:

l. The minimum level of edge brightness transition ratio: this constraint makes the

search ignore any edge which is small enough to be caused by a mottled surface

or other surface noise.
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2. Edge brightness transition direction assumption: it specifies the target

appearance we are looking for. Fig. 5.4 illustrates two types of object

appearance: (a) one with a gray rectangle in a black ellipse background, and (b)

one whose gray levels are opposite to (a). Both will be recognized if the

transitions between black and gray are used for the feature to be recognized,

without using the edge brightness transition direction statements. This

constraint isolates a target feature from others which have a negative contrast

and an identical spatial relation as the target feature.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.4 Illustration of edge transition direction

3. The difference of log average edge intensity related to the primary edge: this

measurement relates the contrast ratio relation of the tested edge feature to a

specific edge so the general brightness level does not affect the recognition

process.

4. Spatial relations between edges: it provides geometric ratios to remove

effect caused by different object and camera distances, and still defines

uniqueness ofthe target feature.

5.2 Software lmplementation
The software of the system is written in the C language. It is combined with the MS-

Windows application programming interface, and executed in the MS-Windows

environment. The software code is designed to be modular, and the running program does

the

the
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not interfere with other applications. Fig. 5.5 gives an example of the executive program

running under MS-Windows on a 80486 PC computer.

The executive program runs within a general purpose user window that provides

supports for the interfacing of software with video hardware such as cameras and image

capture boards.

The processing dialogue window, part of the executive process, contains the

signature of a target feature, which is used to match any potential targets. The target

feature contains information describing two to four edges. The image to be processed is

displayed in a format of array with 512x480 resolution with 8 bit gray level.
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The processing dialogue window displays and interfaces with the library
data file. It contains four quadrants to display information of a target
feature. In four quadrants, each shows the ideal information from ihe
library for each edge.

Fig.5.5 Program running under Windows

(a higher quality graph is available in Appendix D)

5.2.1 Flow Chart of the Recognition Algorithm

The recognition procedure for a sampled line can be described by the block diagram

as shown in Fig. 5.6. It contains the following major parts:

l) image transformation; 2) finding potential edges; 3) measuring edge intensities

and 4) matching target features.
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target features

Fig. 5.6 General flow of the recognition process

The first block corresponds to the discussion in section 4.I. It performs a brightness

conversion by applying a logarithmic gray scale conversion table to the input image and

generates an output image which has logarithmic gray level.

The second block relates to the discussion in section 4.2. At the end of this step,

potential edges are created and their positions are saved as structured vectors along with

their brightness transition directions for later processing.

The third block of the diagram represents the log difference of edge intensity

measurement which is stated in section 4.3. The obtained data from this step are the

highest and lowest edge intensities, stated in the logarithmic scale. This information will be

collected in a structured vector along with edge positions and edge brightness transition

directions for the final feature verification.

The final step, shown as a diamond, is the matching of target features. This step

compares the measured parameters with the criteria defined in a target information file in
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order to find possible target features that fit the specified features. Edge groups that fit the

target statement defined, have their information stored.

5.2.2 Prog ramm¡ng I mplementation

In programming the recognition algorithm, the details of Fig. 5.6 are shown in the

flow charts of Fig. 5.7 and Fig.5.8. Fig. 5.7 includes the first three steps of the recognition

process, and Fig. 5.8 shows the process of the feature identification. The target searching

implementation follows:

The search starts from the left top to right bottom of an image in order to

process image data line by line, so that any potential target feature in the scene

would not be missed.

A slice of image is scanned, and the gray levels of it are scaled to logarithmic

gray levels. The differential value at each pixel in the image is calculated, and then

the possible edge is selected by applying a threshold to each differential value. The

edge determination process is performed on pixels whose differential values exceed

the threshold. After edge determination, potential edges are produced and their

information data including their positions and brightness transition directions are

kept in a structured array. The log difference of edge intensity measurements follow

after the potential edges have been found, and the measured information will be kept

until feature identification begins. The flow chart of Fig. 5.7 corresponds to this part

ofthe search.
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Fig. 5.7 Flow chart to obtain edge information

From the above search, a string list of potential edges are created. The target

feature matching process applies criteria, called identifiers, to the potential edges

being tested, so that any potential target features which match defined features are

identified. This scheme is dhown in Fig.5.8.
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a string list of potential edges.

Fig. 5.8 Flow chart of target feature matching
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The target feature matching scheme searches a primary edge from the string

list until an edge matching the library information has been found. Once the primary

edge has been found, the search for the possible second edge begins along the

direction specified in the target information file. If no suitable match occurs within

the allowable pixel distance range specified, the search looks for the next potential

primary edge and repeats the same search scheme for the primary and second edges.

The potential third or fourth edge's search follows the successful completion of the

second edge search. If the data of the third and fourth edges defined in the

information file are matched by the measured data, the data set is saved; otherwise

the search process repeats for the next potential edge.

The search scheme continues along every scanned line till the last line of the

image has been searched. To prove the target uniqueness, a different identifier is

applied vertically to the local areas where the horizontally identified features have

been found. The same scheme as for the horizontal search is used for the vertical

search. The fìnal decision is made based on the number of lines having the required

feature at the same horizontal or vertical positions. If the numbers for both

identifiers exceed certain numbers, the target is claimed as a found target having the

same feature as desired target feature.

So far the theory ofthe recognition procedure has been described. In the next

chapter, a number of experiments using several targets are demonstrated and their

results are discussed to show the suitability of the vision system.
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Ghapter 6
Experimental Results

In Chapter 5, we have described the recognition algorithm of the vision system along

with its software implementation. In this chapter, we present the results of experiments

conducted under various conditions to test the feasibility of the vision system. The targets

used for these experiments aÍe, a gray pattern which has been used to verify the behavior

of the system duringthe system development period, and some objects in the real world

such as an electrical outlet and a switch plate.

The information is presented in the following order: the test environment and

method, the image processing analysis result along a scanned line, the calibration of the

image acquisition system, the test results, and finally the discussion of the test results.

6.1 Test Environment and Method
To validate the system for feature recognition purposes, the test environment allows

the following conditions to be created:

1. variations in lighting conditions.

2. presentation of objects having a variety of shapes.

The experiments are conducted to verify the vision system's performance in this

typical environment, with different pictures taken at different camera locations and

orientations. The software program of the system searches for desired targets appearing in

the camera field of view.

In experiments, a scene is captured under a variety of lighting conditions, with

different camera locations and orientations. The amount of light reaching a camera sensor

can be adjusted by l) adding or reducing the lighting in ân environment, and Z) adjusting

the camera lens opening size. A scene taken at different locations and orientation can be

obtained by three ways: 1) by changing the camera distance to the object, z) by moving
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the camera horizontally with an offset from the previous location, and 3) by changing the

camera horizontal and vertical viewing angles.

6.2 lmage analysis result before feature identification
Fig. 6.1 illustrates a line of image analysis across a scanned image, which has been

displayed on the computer monitor. The upper area shows a graph of the gray level

intensities of the horizontal line in logarithmic scale; the middle area presents a graph of its

differential profile; and the lower area shows a graph about the log difference of edge

intensities which exceed a threshold setting.
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Fig. 6.1 A line of image analysis
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6.3 Galibration of lmage Acquisition System
As described in section 4.1, this calibration is necessary when images are grabbed by

different frame grabbers or cameras. The major steps include the calibration of the frame

grabber and calibration of the entire image acquisition system. The calibration of the frame

grabber ensures the dynamic reading range of a frame grabber and the dynamic sensing

range of the camera match each other. The calibration of the entire image acquisition

system creates a table information relating the input light intensities to the frame grabber

outputs.

The calibration of a frame grabber is done by checking the lowest and highest

readings from the frame grabber, corresponding to the maximum and minimum amount of

light intensity arriving to the camera. From the frame grabber point of view, the minimum

light intensity could be when the camera lens opening is closed representing extremely low

light condition; the maximum light intensity could be the highest light level it can read

before saturation. The lowest and highest readings are set at approximately about 0 and

255.

The calibration of the entire image acquisition system first creates the table by having

different sets of readings presenting different intensities of light to the camera sensor and

reading the frame grabber outputs, and then checks if the outputs against the incoming

light intensities are smooth.

To acquire different sets of readings for the calibration, the following steps must be

followed:

l. Take an image using the camera being calibrated, and adjust its aperture and

focus to an appropriate setting, so that the brightness reading at the brightest

area to be measured is approaching 255.
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2. Select a few (e.9. 2) areas having different brightness intensities, and take an

average of several brightness readings in each constant brightness area to

obtain a more reliable reading.

3. Change the camera aperture index to give a factor 2 of the incoming light

intensity, without changing the camera's location, and repeat step 2 for the

same reading locations until all readings have reached zero.

After these reading sets have been collected, they are scaled and graphed. If these

curves fit to each other and follow the shape of a single smooth curve, this indicates that

the incoming light intensity matches the brightness reading and further indicates the

manual settings of the lens are reasonably accurate. Otherwise an adjustment of the

camera lens setting is needed to obtain smooth readings.

This calibration is a rough measure of how the output brightness responds to the

input light intensity, and is of sufücient accuracy for the recognition process.

6.4 Test Results

The aim of the experiments is to verify if the system works well regardless of the

variation of lighting and camera locations. The tests took place at the Vision Laboratory in

the University of Manitoba. The camera lens used has a focal length of l6mm. In the tests,

the camera orientation is adjusted manually so that a scene of interest can be taken from

different viewing positions. A total of 50 images have been used to test our system

functions;these images include images used during the system development phase. Here, a

few images containing the targets of interest, are presented to demonstrate the

performance of the system, and more images are available in Appendix D.

6.4.1 Recognizing Gray Targets

In order to validate the system, the primary tests use the gray pattern described in

section 4.3.2. A number of images were taken from different camera locations and

orientations, with different levels of illumination.
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Fig. 6.2 shows an image taken from 5.5m away from the target plane; it contains

two identical targets with different target orientations. The orientation of the pattern on

the right-top of the image is 90o clockwise to that of the one on the left-bottom. The areas

4 b and c are of interest and need to be recognized. With the same scene and same

distances, more experiments were conducted, using images taken at different horizontal

and vertical viewing angles and horizontal viewing locations. The system performance

showed that all areas of interest were recognized respectively by the system with all the

views, with separate identifiers for areas a, b and c.

Fig. 6.2 An image contains two identical gray patterns

with different target orientations

Fig. 6.3 contains the same target as that shown on the left-bottom of Fig. 6.2 a,

except that it is at a distance of lm. The system was capable of recognizing the same area

i--.-.-.itag to be recognized
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(a) as one in Fig. 6.2, using the same identifier as used for Fig. 6.2 a. Using the same

identifier, the system was also able to recognize the same area (a) from an image which

was taken from the left side of the same scene at the same distance .

In addition, other experiments have also been conducted under different lighting

conditions, using target pictures done at many of locations used for the standard bright

level picture. The results showed the system worked well by using the same identifiers as

previously used. The comparison of images having different levels of illuminations can be

seen in Appendix D.l and D.2.

i--.-.-.itag to be recognized

Fig. 6.3 An image contains the identical target toFig. 6.2 a

and was taken at a distance of lm
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6.4.2 Recognizing an Electrical Ouflet

An electrical outlet fixed on a wall of the vision lab, was also used as a target to

confirm the possibility of applying the vision system to manufacturing environments. The

electrical outlet being recognized has two plugs in it. The feature to be identified which is

marked with d, is across the middle region ofthe outlet, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

i.-.-.-.ìtag to be recognized

Fig.6.4 An image including an outler at a distance of 5.3m

Fig. 6.5 shows the feature of an electrical outlet to be recognized. The search

sequence specified in the target information file is set as follows: the primary edge is set at

the left-side rim of the left plug, the second edge is set at the most Ieft outside rim of the

outlet plate, the third edge is set at the right-side rim of the right plug, and the fourth edge

is set at the most right outside rim of the outlet.
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l(primary)

*
Fig. 6.5 An outlet feature to be recognized

The experiments consist of two steps:

l. use an image taken at 3.5m to set up the experiment first.

2. use an image taken at 5.3m without changing tighting and the same image as step

I with a brighter illumination.

The system successfully recognized the electrical outlet in step 2 using only one

identifier created in step l. In both steps I and 2, the same outlet was recognized as a

target. This result indicates that the system can ignore features that are mixed with the

features used for recognition, and further indicates that the system has the potential to use

realistic objects for references to automatic vehicles. Fig. 6.4 shows one of images used

for the first step test. Appendix D.4 shows the image used for the second step test.

6.4.3 Recognizing a Switch Plate

During the development of the system, a switch plate was used to test the system.

The vision system tried to recognize this type of target through a number of different

conditions. Fig. 6.6 shows one of the images containing a switch plate that is fìxed on the

wall of the vision lab, which was taken at 3.9m from the target prane.

$
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Fig. 6.6 An image containing a switch plate

The system successfully recognized the same switch plate using the same target

information identifier when the camera was set at 3.9m and 2.3m respectively. With the

same scene under partial lighting conditions, similar experiments were conducted using

light coming from the ceiling to the left or right of the camera. It was found that the

reflection from a shin object of the light incident upon on it could affect the recognition

results, as will be discussed later. With the lighting coming from different directions, the

system successfully recognized the same switch plate using different target information

identifiers, but failed when using a single target information identifier.

6.4.4 Recognizing other alternatives

In addition to the above mentioned targets, the system atso was tested to recognize

other targets such as a wood framed blackboard corner and a marker on the back of a

machine.
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ßig. 6.7 shows an image containing a blackboard corner on the wall of the Vision

Lab. In order to recognize the blackboard corner, the system used two different identifiers

horizontally and vertically. If both them can be found in the image, a further process

relating the geometry relation of the horizontal and vertical features, could be performed

to confirm the existence of the potential corner.

A mark sticker on the back of a computer which is similar to a mark on

manufacturing machines, \ryas used as a target to test the system. Fig. 6.8 shows this type

oftarget. The vision system recognized such mark in horizontal scan at distances of l.5m

and 3.6nç with the existence of other features. The system can confirm the uniqueness of

found target if another geometry statement is used for a vertical scan recognition with the

distance between edges set relating to the distance found in the horizontal scan.

Fig. 6.7 An image containing a corner of a blackboard
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Fig. 6.8 An image containing a machine mark

6.5 Discuss¡on of the Test Results

6.5.1 The Processing Time

The total processing time, composed of the logarithmic transformation time and the

recognition process time, is approximately 7.8 seconds if the recognition process scans

every line. This includes 5.4 seconds for the logarithm transformation and 2.4 seconds for

the recognition process. If the program runs every third line, the processing time is about

2.4 seconds which includes 1.7 seconds for log transformation and 0.7 seconds for the

recognition process.

Currently, these results are obtained on a 33 MHz 80486 PC without putting any

efforts to speed up the processing time. If the system runs on new pENTIUM based pC 
,

the processing speed would be about 8 times faster than the current speed, i.e. the
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processing time is shortened to 0.24 seconds for every third line scan. This result indicates

that the proposed system is promising for real time operation and can be used effectively

in manufacturing environments.

6.5.2 Recognition Results

It should be noted here that the system output results could be affected by the

following restrictions :

1. The image acquisition limitation caused by the lack of camera frequency

response and lack of synchronization between the frame grabber and camera

along a horizontal line.

Because the camera has a limited frequency response, the shape of video

signal is rounded, as seen in Fig. 6.9.

camera pixel information

analog signal

for a horizontal sweep of pixels

Fig. 6.9 Degradation of video pixel information

caused by limited bandwidth of the analog video signal

The frame grabber follows the standard specification of NTSC (National

Television System Committee) to receive camera video signals. This means the

video format image is read out on a horizontal line-by-line basis. Each line is

separated from the next by a horizontal synchronization pulse which indicates

the start of a line, which means that the digitization of a frame grabber is

synchronous with camera video signals in the vertical direction. Along video

signal in the horizontal direction, a pixel clock in the frame grabber drives the

A/D converter. There is no synchronization between the camera pixel to

horizontal analog signal conversion and the frame grabber digitization.
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The above limitations causes the brightness between adjacent pixels in the

image to blend each other and results in th¡ee pixels representing an edge

transition vertically but five pixels horizontally. That explains why we move

two pixels from the center of an edge when measuring log diff of edge

intensity. Also, if an identical differential threshold is applied to a horizontal

and a vertical sweeps, edges having the same brightness ratios may be detected

differently depending on the threshold setting.

The unbalanced illumination level on both sides of a shining object, or light

falling upon the object affects the system recognition outcome. A typical

example of this effect is shown in Appendix D.4, where the light comes from

the right-top of the ceiling relative to the switch plate causing a shadow on the

left side of the switch plate.

A-A-W
unstable level area

tlt'll 
I

[rlii
.lr$i

{
he light i

I
ncidence effect on a switch plateFig.6.10 T

Fig. 6.9 shows this effect on a switch plate. The brightness intensity of

unstable gray level area depends on the light incidence direction. Since this
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area is narrow, this light direction effect causes slight changes in the magnitude

of edge brightness ratio and parallel position for the outermost edges no. I and

4. In order to achieve a better performance, it is suggested that the system use

a few identifiers for one item when a single identifier of the same target does

not worlq so that the target could be recognized for these situations. A positive

outcome of this is that the system could also note when some of the lights

normally used are turned off
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Ghapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter discusses the proposed system's limitations, along with fi.lrther work

which would make the system more able to carry out the task of vehicle guidance. A

summary ofthe system's features are given, followed by the conclusion.

7.1 Discuss¡ons

In Chapter 6, system test results were presented with a short discussion. This section

discuss the hardware limitation to the system, and the possible improvements to the

presently developed software.

7 .1.1 Hardware Limitations

As stated in section 6.5.2, an image is digitized by a frame grabber that is not

synchronized with the pixels in horizontal scan. If a synchronous frame grabber or a

digitization camera becomes available, the image blur problem caused by the lack of

synchronization can be solved. This would increase the reliability that the system precisely

detect targets in the camera field of view. In addition, the currently used frame grabber

digitizes an image in 8-bit or 256 levels. However, if a 10-bit frame grabber becomes

available, the jumps in brightness reading at lower brightness level as described in section

4.1, would be reduced, and the system would have a greater dynamic brightness range

which allows a higher brightness level and a lower brightness level.

7 .1.2 Software lmprovements

The system is limited to recognizing patterns having no more than four repetitive

edges. In some cases, all repetitive edge features of a target need to be recognized for the

unique recognition of the target. Examples are those object having symmetrical geometry

features as shown in Fig. 7.1.
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Fig. 7.1 Symmetrical geometry features

Big' 7.2 shows the obtained edge feature for a triple switch plate. This type of

recognition would be required to tell the difference between a switch plate having three

switches with a plate having only the lst and 3rd switches. This pattern problem is also

illustrated in Fig. 7.3.

sampling line

iiiiiiii
lttiir

Fig. 7 .2 Obtained features for a triple switch plate

In order to recognize this type of target uniquely, two techniques could be carried

out based on the present software. The fïrst technique could make the software capable to

identify all repetitive edges of the pattern, i.e. all edge no.'s from 2 to 7 in Fig.7.2 would

be recognized at the same time.

The second technique could have a three step recognition process. The first step

determines the existence of the switch plate with the two outside switches, e.g. the lst and

3rd. The second step identifìes two switches close together, e.g. the lst and 2nd or 2nd

and 3rd. In performing these two steps of recognition, the recognition process could use a

primary identifier horizontally to find two vertical bars which are in certain distance from

each otheE and then apply a second identifier in regions determined by the first identifier.
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If the second identifier is found in a region, a potential pattern feature required exists. The

third step verifies the logical relationship for the switch plate.

An extension of this second technique allows a greater variety of targets to be

recognized. This extension will be discussed below.

The present systern, in some cases can not exclude a pattern which is not supposed

to be recognized, if it is in some ways similar to a target which is recognized. Fig. 7.3

shows two similar patterns. If Fig. 7.3(a) is the pattern to be recognized, the system will

recognize both patterns as the recognition process ignores features that are mixed with the

features used for recognition. Therefore, the software also needs to be improved so the

system would exclude any patterns that have extra features. This could be solved using a

similar process as mentioned for Fig. 7. 7 and 7 .2.If the second step of recognition process

finds black spots close together, the pattern is not considered the target ofinterest.

Fig. 7.3 Patterns to be distinct

In the experiments, only a few items have been tested as target candidates for the

proposed vision system. More targets need to be explored when it is put into use. One of

the improvements of the software to be done, is to build a structured statement for each

t¡pe of target so that the recognition process can classify target groups. To do this, a

general three step recognition which is similar to the recognition for the pattern shown in

Fig. 7.2, could be carried out:

l. scanning the image using a primary identifier in a horizontal or vertical direction.

2. using one or more secondary identifiers, to confirm the existence of a pattern in

the regions where the primary identifier has been found.

3. verifying the dimensions of the pattern and the geometric relationships.

Ëiiriiii:r'iliiiiii

(b)

liiiiif iiiliililiil
(a)
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Fig.7.4 Classification of each target group

Fig.7.4 shows the possible classification of target groups. The classifìcation can be

grouped into at least three categories: machine labels having rectangular and elliptical

shapes, corners and vertical bars.

Applying the general three steps to the machine label's recognition, the recognition

process could first use a primary identifier horizontally to search primary pattern features

such as the lst and 2nd edges in the image domain, and use a second identifier vertically in

the identified region to measure the height of the label. To uniquely recognize a label, a

geometric ratio which relates the label width found in the horizontal scan to the height

found in vertical scan, could be used to verifr the uniqueness of the found pattern. The

recognition process of a corner is similar to that for a machine label, except using a

different measurement in the third step, i.e., using the relationship between the primary

and secondary identifiers.

A similar recognition process to that applied to patterns shown in Fig. 7.2, could be

applied to the recognition of vertical bars. The third level of the recognition for this type

oftarget, could need the height information of a pattern to distinguish patterns having the

same width but different heights. This height information could be obtained by the line

number of the first identifier or by scanning the extent of the first identifier vertically using
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a different identifier. A similar ratio as used for a machine label could also be used to

verify the target dimension and geometrical characteristics.

Except for the above classification improvement, more user interface features could

be added to the software for an effective communication between a user and the software.

For ease of access to the desired each type of target group, a pictoriat window or dialogue

box which displays target icons could be coded into the software. By clicking the mouse

on any icor¡ a user could specify the typical target to be searched. Additionally, the

geometric relationship for defining atarget could be specified by a pictorial interface. The

geometric ratio for the unique recognition of a machine label is a typical example for using

this interface type.

7.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, the creation ofa vision system has been developed to recognize visual

guide marks for an automatic vehicle which is used to move parts in a manufacturing

environment. The features of the system and experimental results can be summarized as

follows:

l. In general, the vision system can be used for the guidance of an automatic

vehicle in manufacturing environments. It could also be used to help position a

mobile robot moving parts between machines in a work or machining center.

2. It uses passive vision technique, i.e. a camera without any external lighting. A

prior map of the environment specifies the path along which the vehicle is

allowed to travel. A recognition procedure installed in a computer, fulfills

feature recognition tasks..

3. The target used to verify the performance of the system is a pattern having four

2-in squares set in a2x2 array. Potential targets could also be among realistic

objects such as a switch plate and an electric outlet. The size of a target does

not need to be specified.
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4. An algorithm for recognizing multiple targets is presented. It extracts the useful

feature information from the input object brightness information and matches

the obtained edge features to the desired target feature to be identified. This

algorithm suits the use in manufacturing environments very well.

5. The significant properties of the system are as follows:

' The camera optical axis does not need to aim a target center and be

perpendicular to the target plane. It can slant horizontally or vertically.

. The content of a target feature to be recognized, is simply and easily

specified by an operator.

' The system is less affected by the variety of lighting conditions and

camera to target distances.

. ft is very easy to inte¡:face the software with the environment. This is very

convenient for an operator when the working environment's lighting

condition has been changed or when a different target has to be

introduced.

6. The system has been tested in a real-world environment under various

illumination conditions, at different viewing locations including l) camera is far

or close to the target, 2) the images are taken with different horizontal and

vertical view angles. The total processing time is2.4 seconds if the recognition

process scans every third line after the system has properly set up. This

indicates that the proposed system can be developed to deal with real world

environments efficiently and effectively.

The thesis concentrates on the application of a reasonable vision system to real time

operation, and on the identification of as many as targets as possible. The target features

are a set of edges which have a number of edges having significant brightness contrast.

Further work would emphasize l) the completion of the software to uniquely locate a

target, 2) making the system more versatile so that it could recognize a target regardless
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of where the illumination around a target is from, 3) improving the accuracy of the target

location statement, 4) and making the system more human-like when instantaneously

updating the vehicle position is necessary, without stopping the vehicle. All these will

enhance the capability of the vehicle control while it is moving in its worki ng area.
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Appendix A
Determination of the Vehicle Location

To determine the position and orientation of the vehicle, three possible methods

could be theoretically used. The first method uses the orientations of three marks relative

to the vehicle. The second method is as mentioned in section 3.2.1; it derives the

orientations of two marks with respect to the vehicle, and the distance between one of the

marks and the vehicle. The third method derives the distances of each of two marks with

respect to the vehicle to determine the vehicle location.

In this section, the first method will be briefly discussed below as it is the most

frequently used method for our application. The second and third methods deal with the

distance of a mark and the vehicle. The distance measurement requires that the width or

height of the target in the image plane be accurately measured. This is not possible for

many of the target types.

For the first method, assuming that three targets appear in an image Fig. 4.1 shows

the top view of three targets and the vehicle. The location of the vehicle is determined by

three variables: x, y and horizontal deviation angle a if assuming that the floor on which

the vehicle travels is even.
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Fig. 4.1 Top View of Targets and Vehicle

In Fig. A.1, 91, þ2 and B3 are horizontal deviation angles of the guide marks relative

to the vehicle traveling direction respectively in a horizontal plane which is parallel to the

floor plane. They can be derived by using the available information after image processing.

Fig. A.2 Mapping of a guide mark on image plane

Fig. A.2 shows a

implies the focal length

guide mark mapping onto

of the camera lens, u and

the camera image plane. Wherein f
v are coordinates of the guide mark
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center in the image plane. The horizontal deviation angle p of the guide mark can be

determined using equation (A-1).

p : tan-r1s¡ (A-1)

(A-3)

(A-4)

The geometrical relationships between these marks and the vehicle are given as:

=:tan(Êr+a) 
(A-2)

y' -y

X -Xz : tan( Fz - a)
Y, -Y

x3-x:tan(ß:+a)
Y¡ _Y

With obtained B1, þ2and p3 from equation (A-1) and known absolute coordinates

of three marks, the variables x, y and cr can be derived. The general solution for solving

the variables x, y and cr, is not described here.

The described method is based on the assumption that three marks are in the same

scene. However, an image of a scene may contain one or two marks in some cases. It is

necessary to develop a program which could also derive the vehicle's position from several

consecutive images which are taken in very short interval and may contain just one or two

targets. This could save the vehicle wandering time during the vehicle running.
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Appendix C
Gray Level Table for converting input image

Input Visual Data is Converted into Logarithmic Data
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Appendix D
Supplementary lmages

This section gives several supplementary images to illustate the performance of the

vision systrem.

Fig. D.1

@ig.6.2 with a lower level of brighrress)

Fig.6.2
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Fig. D.2@9.6.4 taken at 3.5m) Fig. D.3

(F g. D.2 with a higher level of brightness)

Fig. D.4

(light incident effect to a switch plate, with

light coming from the right-top of the

image viewer)

Fig. 6.4(taken at 5.5 m)
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General User Window

Fig.5.5
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